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I don't think the Adventure or Casual tags belong here, but this is a great little 3d video. The term opera fits for everything but
its length which is sadly only a few minutes. Definatly worth a look.. Pros
-Interesting game mechanics that are similar to pikmin.
-Creative character design and enjoyable plot.
-Hardworking developers actively making the game a better port. (edit: there hasn't been any updates in a few months. I'm
hoping the game hasn't been abandoned)
-Very nostalgic for me personally, as this was one of my favorite childhood games.
Cons
-No key customization. wasd to move, arrows for menus, enter and backspace for gameplay mechanics. The lack of this
information at the start of the game can be offputting. (as an edit, playing this with an xbox controller is much better.)
-Noticeable frame rate drops and occasional glitches/crashes. Be sure to save often!
-The combat can be frustrating if you don't know the tricks to beating certain bosses. I found myself looking up guides on a few
parts.. The AT&N Consolidation is one of the finest models available. I can see in the quality and attention to detail, that it took
countless hours to create, this work of art. I spent weeks learning how to hand fire this engine and maintain steam pressure going
up hills in the horseshoe curve without stalling. As a novice steam engine operator back in the mid 1980's, I can see the realism
of the controls of this fire breathing beast. Whoever purchases this locomotive will not be disappointed. The are different
versions to satisfy even the novice engine driver. The only engine on the steam network that even comes close is the SPS&S
northern, also authored by smokebox. In addition to the model, Smokebox is always ready to answer questions and very helpful
learning the operation of the steam engine. As an old slogan goes "as real as it gets". Very impressive AI, this game has a lot of
potential and is pretty fun if you get into it.. Music is amazing and the gameplay is enjoyable.. pros: art style, blitz system
cons: enfuriatingly-unresponsive tank controls
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I'm still very early on in this game (just over an hour in), but playing it with a HTC Vive is incredible. This is pretty much the
exact kind of game I want from VR. In one moment you can be exploring a small city on an alien planet with various NPC's
wandering around, and the next you're hopping into a ship to take off and fight enemy pilots above the planet's surface.

It's definitely rough around the edges at the moment, but the ambition of this game is incredible and it delivers as a VR
experience in every way. I realise it won't be for everyone, but I highly recommend it for fans of sci-fi, open-world RPGs. With
adequate (not great, but certainly not poor) shooting \/ combat mechanics, it really makes for a compelling experience.
. Jump was screenshot
Did one mission got 45 screenshots
11/10. Pretty fun game, it's worth the 70cent I paid.. Cool rod really but i would suggest this to a level 14 and up player. not a
level 1 and just because of the weight limit on rod .
Since there is low weight fish in the first lake a 17pound rod will penalize you on XP big time... Well I was wondering when
there would be a walking simulator... turns out, it was already made. This would be nice for someone who is looking to meditate
or just relax, but I couldn't say that I actually call this a "game" by any means. From an artistic standpoint, I give it a 6\/10. From
a gamer's perspective, it's a solid 0\/10.. The game is pay to win. There is no end game, and only endless chests or hours of
mindless grinding will get you real progress.

The problem is the loot system which works on a 5 tier system: common, uncommon, rare, epic and golden epic. The loot is
progressive so uncommon is a better version of common, rare is a better version of uncommon, and so on. There is no choice of
equipment - they simply keep the highest tier available and disenchant the rest.

Common, uncommon and rare drop from silver chests, the game's currency which each contain 3 items. VERY rarely a silver
chest will be upgraded for free (about one in a hundred?) from a silver chest to a 'Jewelled' chest.

These jewelled chests contain 5 items one of which will be rare or above. EPIC gear can only be had from these chests. These
chests are sold 3 for $4.99. Buying chests is the difference between 'I might get the achievements this week' and 'See you in
2025'. Chest purchases also grant you a 24 hour 100% damage increase. Cheap, eh?

What's worse is the Golden Epics. They come with 'flash sales' which appear periodically to try and pressure you into buying
them within a 8-10 hour window. They are ridiculously powerful. Many grant 150% bonuses when common items might be 5%.
There are ALOT of these golden epics. You'd have to spend hundreds of dollars just to get those that exist right now, and more
to get those they add with each update. Power creep is inherent here - they bring out new characters and gear to outdate the stuff
you paid for so you'll buy more stuff. It's a hamster wheel of pay to win crap.

What's worse is the dev's have had bugs with the Golden Epic system awarding the wrong things - and refusing to correct all of
it even though it's their fault. Even if you give them REAL MONEY for a in-game digital benefit which costs them nothing,
they'll still give you the short end of the stick if their crap system glitches.

This is nothing but a mobile phone quality java game that rewards continuous spending and excessive playtime over any
semblence of logic, skill, or ability. This isn't a game, it's a money pit.. The concept of this game is fantastic! i was hoping for a
game like this to arrive since the stone age. unfortunately there is very little depth to the game and it could have been soooo
much better by adding things like upgrades for your ships, a story line, weapon grouping, polished graphics, a first person view
for firing weapons i.e a gunners view, repairs to ships during combat, land mass in the battle instead of the monotonous open
sea, ship formations (which ill touch on later).......the list goes on.
The game has a couple of different modes, campaign, historical missions. if you hit campaign you can choose 3 different
theatres, atlantic, med, pacific and the maps are nice and large with plenty of ports to attack.
Having said all of the above the game itself is very addictive and for some reason i cant put it down :D there is a very wide
variety of ships to unlock each having their pros and cons, the latter ships like the long range firing cruisers and battleships are
almost impossible to hit anything with at range too because the enemy ships are so small at any kind of range beyond the
destroyer firing range.

One of the most annoying things ive found is that when you enter the battle phase sometimes you will have one of your
destroyers quite a ways forward of all your other ships and your much slower cruisers right at the back, the game seriously needs
a ship formation button so that your faster ships will match your slower ships speed and enter firing range all at the same time.
Ive never found the "defend area" button useful at all either, it would be better to have a destroyer defending a cruiser as to
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offer anti sub support as the cruiser dont carry DCs.

The game uses a currency called warbonds which you get for sinking enemy shipping, unfortunately its all too easy to earn, ive
been playing for about a couple of hours but within 30mins of gameplay i was already up to 30million enabling me to buy the
light cruisers, which rip apart the enemy destroyers with ease IF you can get them into range before your destroyers do the job
for you.
I would recommend this game to others but if it wants to take itself sersiously there is a heck of a lot of polishing and buffing
needing to be done before the game has any depth to it. its a very simple game and some will get bored to tears within 10mins,
worth £17? not at the moment as it stands.
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